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Axions and axion-like particles (ALPs) are some of the best-motivated dark matter (DM) can-
didates. Under certain circumstances, large axion fluctuations in the early universe can collapse
to form dense configurations called axion clumps. The densest axion clumps are metastable states
known as oscillons. In this paper we propose a new class of observables that exploit the axion’s cou-
pling to photons. As a result of this coupling an axion clump acts like an inhomogeneous refractive
optical medium— a lens— that causes anomalous dispersion of incident electromagnetic waves. The
dispersion of electromagnetic waves by axion clumps clearly distinguishes this lensing effect from
gravitational lensing. Axion clumps passing in front of background radio sources act as lenses and
lead to apparent positional shifts that can potentially be discovered by high-precision radio astrom-
etry missions with the forthcoming Square Kilometer Array (SKA). We discuss the sensitivity of
SKA to lensing effects in a variety of axion halo models. While gravitational microlensing surveys
have placed strong constraints on the amount of DM that exists in the form of non-luminous astro-
physical objects they have been unable to do so for objects in the mass range [10−14, 10−11]M. We
find that, over a wide range of parameter space, SKA will be sensitive to optical lensing by oscillons
in the mass range that is currently unconstrained by microlensing surveys.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is overwhelming evidence that a majority of
the matter density of the universe exists in a dark sec-
tor that interacts very weakly with the Standard Model
(SM). The existence of such dark matter (DM) has
been supported by observations including the orbital mo-
tion of stars and gas clouds in disc galaxies, tempera-
ture anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background
(CMB), strong gravitational lensing by galaxy clusters,
and structure formation. All of the observational evi-
dence to date for the existence of DM relies solely on its
gravitational interactions with itself and ordinary mat-
ter. Determining the non-gravitational interactions of
DM is one of the most important outstanding problems
in physics. A general class of DM candidates includes
non-luminous, compact massive objects. Strong exclu-
sions have been placed by MACHO [1], EROS [2], OGLE
[3], and HSC/Subaru [4], on objects with mass exceed-
ing 10−11 M. For lower masses, constraints exist as-
suming the compact objects are primordial black holes
(PBHs) [5–11]. While in the low-mass regime, the PBH
scenario is strongly constrained, bounds on general com-
pact massive objects are scarce. Femtolensing of gamma
ray bursts provides the possibility to probe compact ob-
jects with mass less than 10−14M, assuming these ob-
jects make up more than 10% of DM [12]. As in the
case of PBHs, exploiting the microphysical properties of
a given compact object may lead to stronger constraints
than those from gravitational lensing.
In this paper, we focus on the possibility that some
DM could be in the form of compact massive objects
∗ aniprabhu@stanford.edu
composed of axions. The QCD axion, which arises as a
pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson of a global U(1) Peccei-
Quinn (PQ) symmetry spontaneously broken at high en-
ergy scale fa, was originally introduced as part of a dy-
namical solution to the strong CP problem [13–16]. The
QCD axion can also be produced, via the misalignment
mechanism, in the correct abundance to explain DM [17–
19]. Its prospect as a DM candidate is further strength-
ened by its feeble interactions with the Standard Model.
Many theories beyond the Standard Model, most promi-
nently string theory, predict a plenitude of axion-like par-
ticles (ALPs) over a wide range of masses and couplings
[20]. These particles can similarly provide good DM can-
didates. Under certain circumstances, axions can form
dense clumps. These clumps form due to the gravita-
tional collapse of large density fluctuations of the axion
field. Large fluctuations can be formed if PQ symmetry is
broken after inflation, leading to ultradense axion mini-
clusters, or through the large-misalignment mechanism
[21]. Through mergers and/or accretion, these objects
can form even denser objects called solitons and oscil-
lons. The possibility that an O(1) fraction of dark mat-
ter is bound into such structure can have serious implica-
tions for direct detection experiments. Associated with
the axion clump scenario is a rich set of astrophysical sig-
natures. Among these signatures are: bright radio flashes
sourced by axion-photon conversion in axion star-neutron
star collisions [22–26]1 and gravitational microlensing, pi-
colensing, and femtolensing [27, 28]. Another fascinating
possibility is that, in certain regions of parameter space,
axion clumps may frequently collide with the Earth giv-
ing large transient boosts in the local DM density, which
1 Some proposals suggest that these are responsible for Fast Radio
Bursts.
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2could potentially be observed in existing direct detection
experiments [21]. Recently, data from searches for com-
pact massive objects has been used to place constraints
on the fractional abundance of axion miniclusters [27, 29].
In this article we propose a new class of observables
that exploit unique features of the axion-photon coupling.
Due to this coupling, an axion clump acts as an inhomo-
geneous refractive medium, which can lead to effects such
as time delays, spectral distortions, and refraction [30].
These effects are dispersive in nature, allowing them to be
distinguished from purely gravitational effects. The main
result of this paper is that the refraction of light by inho-
mogeneous axion configurations due to axion-photon in-
teractions can have unique observable lensing signatures.
We refer to such lensing as optical lensing by axion stars
(OLAS)2, to distinguish it from canonical gravitational
lensing. One consequence of OLAS is that it can lead
to frequency-dependent shifts in the apparent positions
of background radio sources, that can potentially be ob-
served by astrometric radio missions such as the Square
Kilometer Array (SKA).
We outline a program to detect such positional shifts
using SKA and evaluate its sensitivity to various axion
clump models. We find that OLAS is observable for only
axion configurations with very high central amplitude—
solitons and oscillons. Over a wide range of parameter
space, we find that the OLAS program is sensitive to
oscillon masses covering the unconstrained mass range
Mosc ∈
[
10−14M, 10−11M
]
, even for very small frac-
tional abundances of oscillons. This could provide one of
the first constraints on compact massive objects in the
above mass range.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. III, we
discuss the general properties of the axion-photon inter-
action and derive the effect of light deflection by axion
clumps. In Sec. IV, we review some well-motivated mod-
els of axion clumps and discuss their formation mecha-
nisms and viability as dark matter candidates. In Sec.
V we outline some of the observable signatures of ax-
ion clumps and present the sensitivity of surveys like the
Square-Kilometer Array (SKA) for detection. In Sec. VI
we provide some concluding remarks.
II. NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
Unless otherwise stated, we work in natural units ~ =
c = 1 and use the Planck mass Mpl =
√
~c
GN
, where GN is
the gravitational constant. We assume an average dark
matter density of ρ
DM,0
= 1.1 × 10−6 GeV/cm3 and a
2 We call this effect optical lensing to specify that the lensing
object—the axion star— is an optical medium that allows elec-
tromagnetic waves across the entire spectrum to pass through it.
In this paper we are interested in optical lensing primarily in the
radio band of the electromagnetic spectrum.
local dark matter density of ρ
DM, = 0.4 GeV/cm
3. We
also adopt the (−+ ++) metric convention.
III. LIGHT REFRACTION IN AN AXION
BACKGROUND
Interactions between the axion field, a(x), and the
Maxwell field are described by the Lagrangian
L ⊃ −gaγγ
4
aF˜µνFµν (1)
where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, F˜µν = εµναβFαβ/2. The
axion photon coupling gaγγ is usually related to fa by
gaγγ = CγαEM/fa where αEM is the electromagnetic
fine-structure constant and Cγ is an O(1) constant, al-
though certain models allow for enhanced axion-photon
couplings [31], in which case Cγ could be arbitrarily large.
Maxwell’s equation in an axion background are modified
as follows.
∂µF
µν + (∂µθ)F˜
µν = 0, F[µν,ρ] = 0 (2)
where we have defined θ(x) ≡ gaγγa(x) for notational
convenience and we have used the fact that the second
equation in (2) is equivalent to ∂µF˜
µν = 0. Approximate
plane wave solutions exist in the limit that the axion field
is slowly varying in space and time compared to the pho-
ton field. Formally, this WKB approximation amounts to
the following simplification: ∂µ∂νθ/∂θ  ∂µF/F . This
motivates the ansatz Fµν = R
{
Aµνe
iS
}
where Aµν is
the slowly varying amplitude and S the rapidly varying
phase of Fµν . In analogy with the plane wave, we may
define a frequency and wavenumber
ω ≡ −∂S
∂t
, k ≡ ∇S
Using this ansatz and working with the electric and
magnetic fields, (2) takes the form D(ω,k)(E,B)T =
0. The dispersion relation is determined by setting
det(D) = 0. The eigenvalues of D are given by
D± = −ω2 + k2±[(
ωθ˙ + k · ∇θ
)2
+
(
ω2 − k2) (−θ˙2 + (∇θ)2)]1/2 (3)
where the ± refer to left-handed and right-handed he-
licity states, respectively. This birefringence is a natu-
ral consequence of the pseudoscalar nature of the axion
field. It is worth emphasizing that the dispersion rela-
tion above does not assume that θ is a small parameter,
only that its gradients are small in comparison to those
of the Maxwell field. A large axion amplitude can lead to
a tachyonic instability in one of the helicity modes [32].
3Assuming spatial gradients of the axion field are subdom-
inant compared to temporal gradients, the tachyonic in-
stability occurs when θ˙ > |k| which requires a central
amplitude a0/fa  |k|/(maαEM)  1. Axion configura-
tions with arbitrarily high central amplitudes can form in
models with non-periodic potentials such as the ones con-
sidered in [33]. However we restrict the following anal-
ysis to axion configurations wherein θ0 < 1. For more
discussion of tachyonic instabilities in theories with pseu-
doscalar couplings to the Maxwell field, see [32]. Another
peculiar feature of this dispersion relation is that it leads
to a superluminal group velocity, which can raise ques-
tions of causality violation. Special relativity demands
that no signal can propagate faster than the speed of
light in vacuum and in many situations group velocity is
a poor proxy for signal velocity [34], though there does
not appear to be a generally accepted definition of the
latter [35]. The existence of superluminal group velocity
has been demonstrated in a myriad of experiments. For
an exhaustive list of these experiments and associated
discussion, see [36].
For light propagating in an axion background, the po-
sition, frequency, and wave number adjust so that (3) is
satisfied at each point along the path, defining geodesic
trajectories [37]. For a trajectory parameterized by an
affine parameter `, this leads to the condition
dD±
d`
=
∂D±
∂xµ
dxµ
d`
+
∂D±
∂kµ
dkµ
d`
= 0 (4)
In analogy with Hamiltonian optics we then define
trajectories such that dxµ/d` = ∂D±/∂kµ, dkµ/d` =
−∂D±/∂xµ. Using these definitions, we may use t as our
affine parameter, leading to the equations for the evolu-
tion of the position, momentum, and frequency along a
trajectory.
dx
dt
=
∂D±
∂k
(
∂D±
∂ω
)−1
(5a)
dk
dt
= −∂D
±
∂x
(
∂D±
∂ω
)−1
(5b)
dω
dt
=
∂D±
∂t
(
∂D±
∂ω
)−1
(5c)
It appears from (5) that an intervening axion clump
can imprint birefringent spectral distortions and momen-
tum shifts (refraction) on background sources. Claims
have been made that such effects are present at linear
order in θ [38]. However, it was recently pointed out
that in the presence of only an axion background, any
spectral shifts are only sensitive to the axion configura-
tion at the points of emission and observation [30, 39].
The authors of [30] claimed that the linear-order bire-
fringent effect can be restored if “medium” effects were
included. As an example, the authors discussed a cold
plasma, though they claim any medium that endows the
photon with a refractive index can restore the effect. We
now evaluate this claim in the context of “realistic” axion
clump models. As in Fig. 1, we consider a light ray emit-
ted from a source S and passing by an axion clump with
impact parameter ξ and refracting towards the observer.
To leading order, the deflection angle can be evaluated
by integrating (5b) along the unperturbed ray path. This
leads to a deflection angle, defined as α ≡ δk/|k| [30]
α(ξ) = ± 1
2|k0|
∫ tobs
tem
[
n0∇⊥θ˙(t′,x0(t′; ξ)) + (kˆ0 · ∇)∇⊥θ(t′,x0(t′; ξ))
]
dt′ (6)
where tem and tobs are the times of emission and ob-
servation, n0 is the refractive index of the background
medium, ∇⊥ is the gradient transverse to the direction
of propagation, x0(t, ξ) is the unperturbed photon tra-
jectory passing through an impact vector ξ in the lens
plane, and k0 is the wavenumber of the undeflected light
ray. In the case of a cold plasma medium considered in
[30], n0 ≈ 1−ω2p/2|k0|2 where ωp is the plasma frequency
and ω0 is the unperturbed photon frequency. As first
noted by [39], in the absence of a background medium
(n0 = 1), the integrand of (6) is a total derivative, which
makes the bending angle only sensitive to the boundary
conditions. However, even in the presence of a medium,
the effect may be washed out by the time oscillation
of the axion field. Stable axion stars are usually non-
relativistic (or semi-relativistic), as relativistic configu-
rations enter the unstable region in the axion star phase
space [40]. Stable, non-relativistic axion configurations
are well-approximated by single harmonic with frequency
of the axion mass. During a photon traversal, the axion
undergoes a large number of oscillations per coherence
length, effectively washing out the effect at linear order.
The precise form of the suppression depends on the spa-
tial profile of the axion clump. We emphasize that the
arguments above regarding the bending of light apply
to other effects such as spectral distortion as well. At
quadratic order, however, light deflection is not averaged
out as it traverses the axion configuration, though the
effect is no longer birefringent.
To compute the bending angle, we integrate terms in
(5b) that are quadratic in θ over an unperturbed ray
path. We will consider axion configurations with tem-
poral gradients dominating spatial gradients, θ˙  (∂iθ).
With this simplification, the deflection angle at quadratic
4order is approximately
α(ξ) =
1
8|k0|2
∫ tobs
tem
∇⊥θ˙2(t′,x0(t′; ξ))dt′ (7)
One feature of axion lensing that distinguishes it from
gravitational lensing is the frequency dependence of the
signal. By the equivalence principle, the gravitational
bending angle is independent of frequency while, due to
the dispersive nature of the axion medium, the optical
lensing effect scales as the inverse square of the frequency.
Thus a smoking gun signal of OLAS would be the pres-
ence of a lensing signal at low frequencies and the absence
of a corresponding signal at higher frequencies.3
IV. AXION CLUMP FORMATION
We use the term “axion clump” to describe any inho-
mogeneous axion configuration with density larger than
that predicted by ΛCDM. In this section, we discuss a
few well-motivated axion clump models, classifying them
by their formation mechanism.
A. Axion Halos from Gravitational Collapse
Ultradense axion structures rely on the existence of
large fluctuations in the axion field. These can form in
one of two ways. If PQ symmetry is broken after in-
flation, causality demands that the axion field takes on
different values in different Hubble patches. These val-
ues are drawn from a uniform distribution on the in-
terval [0, 2pi], leading to O(1) fluctuations in the axion
field on scales of order the horizon size at PQ symme-
try breaking. At a scale ΛNP, non-perturbative effects
(e.g. instantons) generate a potential and hence a mass
for the axion [41]. In each Hubble patch the axion re-
mains dynamically frozen at the value generated at PQ
symmetry breaking until H ∼ ma at which point the
axion starts oscillating and generates O(1) isocurvature
density fluctuations.4 These fluctuations will undergo
gravitational collapse during radiation domination and
subsequently form axion miniclusters [42–45]. Observa-
tional constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio provide
3 Lensing effects by axion stars are very similar in nature to ex-
treme scattering events, thought to be caused by plasma inho-
mogeneities. Axion overdensities mimic the effects of plasma
underdensities. However, the absence of coherent time oscilla-
tion of plasma lenses ensures that their effects are birefringent,
distinguishing them from axion overdensities.
4 In many models, including the QCD axion, the axion mass
has a nontrivial temperature dependence of the form ma =
ma,0(T/ΛNP)
−n where n is a model-dependent index [41]. For
simplicity we consider n = 0, but a more detailed analysis of
QCD axions requires restoring this index.
an upper bound on the scale of inflation HI . 1014 GeV
and hence on the axion decay constant in the miniclus-
ter scenario.5 The minicluster mass is given by the total
amount of mass enclosed within a spherical volume of
comoving radius pi/k0, where k0 is the comoving horizon
size when the axion starts oscillating. This leads to a
minicluster mass
Mmc ≈ 2.3× 10−13M
(
10−6 eV
ma
)3/2
(8)
The typical radius of a minicluster is set by the (8) and
the characteristic density
ρmc ' 140Φ3(1 + Φ)ρa,eq (9)
where ρa,eq is the average axion density at matter-
radiation equality and Φ is the initial (dimensionless ) ax-
ion overdensity. Simulations give the best-fit cumulative
mass fraction of miniclusters f(Φ > Φ0) = (1 + Φ0/a1)
a2
where a1 = 1.023 and a2 = −0.462 [28, 29]. A sizeable
fraction of miniclusters are then predicted to have over-
densities exceeding Φ = 100. The corresponding mini-
cluster radius is given by
Rmc =
1.8× 107 km
Φ3(1 + Φ)
(
10−6 eV
ma
)1/2
(10)
Another progenitor theory for large axion density per-
turbations is the large-misalignment mechanism [21]. If
the axion is initially very close to the top of its potential,
attractive self-interactions may delay the onset of oscil-
lations. Once the axion starts oscillating, certain modes
undergo parametric resonant growth sourced by the ax-
ion zero-mode and standard adiabatic curvature fluctua-
tions, leading to denser, more numerous halos than pre-
dicted by ΛCDM. For a cosine potential, which is generic
in theories with instanton contributions, such as the QCD
axion, this requires an apparent tuning of the initial mis-
alignment angle a/fa ≈ pi. This apparent tuning can be
circumvented by models that dynamically relax the mis-
alignment angle to pi [47]. The aforementioned paramet-
ric resonant growth is generic to potentials in which the
axion has attractive self-interactions at large amplitude.
For such large misalignment angles, modes with phys-
ical wavenumber kphys ∼ H will go nonlinear earlier
than in the ΛCDM scenario, leading to denser, large-
misalignment halos. The large-misalignment mechanism
produces dense axion halos with mass peaked around [21]
5 An intriguing scenario that circumvents this constraint occurs
if the axion gets its mass from a strongly coupled hidden sec-
tor gauge theory with a first-order phase transition that takes
approximately Hubble time to complete [46].
5FIG. 1. Geometry of light bending by axion stars. In this scenario, a source at distance DS and angular position on the sky
(with respect to the observer) θ0 emits a light ray with momentum k0. The light ray intersects the lens plane at an impact
parameter ξ and gets deflected by an angle α towards the observer. We assume the lens is at a distance D`  DS within the
Milky Way. The angular separation between the image and the source is ∆θ.
M∗ =
4pi
3
(
λ∗
2
)3
ρ
DM,0
= 5× 10−15M
(
10−6 eV
ma
)3/2
(11)
where λ∗ = 2pi/
√
2maHeqa2eq (here “eq” corresponds
to values at matter-radiation equality) and ρ
DM,0
is the
average dark matter density at present. The densities
of these objects are parametrically larger than those of
CDM halos by a factor B which is taken to be in the
range 103 . B . 107. The typical size of these objects is
determined by the scale radius (cf. the discussion after
(21))
Rs ≈ 4× 10−6 pc
(
10−6 eV
ma
)1/2(
103
B
)1/3
(12)
In addition to the modes discussed above, certain
modes can go nonlinear deep into radiation-domination
and collapse due to self-interactions, leading to extremely
dense objects called oscillons. We will discuss these ob-
jects in the following section.
B. Solitons and Oscillons
Gravitational collapse of axion halos is eventually
halted by the repulsive kinetic (uncertainty) pressure.
This occurs when the size of the halo becomes compa-
rable to the de Broglie wavelength of the axion field.
The resulting ground state configuration is called a soli-
ton [48–52]. Solitons are similar to the bose stars de-
scribed in [53, 54]. Stars composed of bosons of mass m
were shown to be unstable to collapse above a critical
mass M∗bose ' 0.6M2pl/m [55, 56]. When the constituent
bosons are axions, the resultant objects are called axion
stars. At masses much less than the critical mass the
properties of bose stars and axion stars coincide. As the
mass approaches the critical value, weak, attractive axion
self-interactions can play a role in the balance of forces.
Axion stars have a critical mass (and corresponding crit-
ical central amplitude) given by
M∗AS ' 10
faMpl
ma
(13)
φ∗0 '
10.5
|λ4|
(
fa
Mpl
)
' 8.6× 10
−7
|λ4|
(
fa
1012 GeV
)
(14)
where φ∗0 = a
∗
0/fa and λ4 is an O(1) dimensionless cou-
pling constant associated with the quartic term in the
potential. For the QCD axion with a chiral potential,
λ4 = −0.34. Axions stars with mass less than this value
are called dilute axion stars [57]. They have a well-
defined mass-radius relationship
R99 '
9.95M2pl
Mm2a
(15)
where M is the star mass, R99 is the radius containing
99% of the mass. The spatial profile will be important for
understanding the lifetime and lensing effects, however,
there is no consensus on its form in the literature. The
profile is often assumed to be well-approximated by a
Gaussian in, for example, [21, 50, 51] and an exponential
(ρ(r) ∝ exp(−r/R)) in [22, 23, 25].
Solitons with mass parametrically lower than the crit-
ical mass by a factor of roughly (Heq/ma)
1/4 can be
6formed directly from the large-misalignment mechanism
[21]. These solitons can either merge with each other or
accrete mass from their surrounding halos through the
gravitational cooling mechanism, resulting in a present-
day abundance of near-critical solitons. Gravitational
cooling can also lead to the formation of solitons in the
minicluster scenario as shown in [40].
When the axion amplitude is greater than a∗0 but less
than unity, the resulting critical axion stars are unsta-
ble to any perturbations that increase the central am-
plitude [51]. As the amplitude becomes O(1), quartic
self-interactions are no longer sufficient to describe the
balance of forces. Considering the full potential leads
to metastable objects known as oscillons or dense ax-
ion stars [57, 58]. Oscillons may be formed as the by-
product of collapse of super-critical solitons. Solitons
may become supercritical through mergers of or accre-
tion by near-critical solitons. As mentioned earlier, oscil-
lons may also form directly from the large-misalignment
mechanism when axion fluctuations collapse due to self-
interactions deep in radiation-domination [21].
As mentioned earlier, oscillons are metastable states
wherein the outward kinetic pressure is balanced by self-
interactions described by the full potential. We quote
a few oscillon features present in a wide variety of ini-
tial conditions of simulations performed in [21]. Firstly,
the central density is of order the natural scale, m2af
2
a ,
present in the cosine potential and in more exotic po-
tentials like the ones in [33, 59]. In addition, the size of
these objects is roughly R = n/ma where n ∼ O(10).
Assuming a roughly flat internal density profile, we can
estimate the oscillon mass to be Mosc ∼ n3f2a/ma.
Another property of oscillons is that general solu-
tions involve infinitely many harmonics ω0, 3ω0, 5ω0, . . . .
Here ω0 is the fundamental frequency, which is roughly
ω ≈ 0.9ma, because of the small binding energy per
axion. Numerical studies [21, 57] have shown that the
fundamental harmonic is dominant. Motivated by these
studies, we work in the single-harmonic approximation.
The spectrum of emitted axion radiation indicates that
oscillons may be metastable due to number-changing pro-
cesses. The metastability of oscillons plays an important
role in their viability as a DM candidate.
C. Oscillons as Dark Matter Candidates
Crucial to the observation of oscillons is their present-
day abundance. This quantity depends on the forma-
tion mechanism and lifetime. While solitons are ex-
pected to have lifetimes greater than the age of the uni-
verse [60, 61], the oscillon lifetime is not well under-
stood. Since oscillons probe the full potential they are
metastable to decay through number-changing processes
such as 3a → a, 4a → 2a, etc. By conservation of en-
ergy, the outgoing axions will be relativistic for most
number-changing processes. Thus, the oscillon lifetime
is very sensitive to its size and spatial profile as those
determine the suppression of the rate of production of
high-momentum axion modes.
For the cosine potential, oscillons decay in time τosc ∼
103/ma, which means that they are unlikely to sur-
vive past matter-radiation equality assuming they were
formed via the large-misalignment mechanism. For flat-
ter potentials oscillons have been observed, in numerical
simulations, to have lifetimes τ & 108/ma [59], with no
apparent upper bound. Similarly, arguments by [60] sug-
gest that for large oscillons with certain spatial profiles
the rates of number-changing processes can be exponen-
tially suppressed leading to large lifetimes. Mechanism
to naturally generate flat potentials were proposed in
[33, 62]. We consider a general class of well-motivated
potentials [63],
V (a) =
m2f2a
2p
[(
1 +
a2
f2a
)p
− 1
]
(16)
where 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 gives axion monodromy-like poten-
tials [64, 65] and p < 0 gives potentials that flatten at
large field values. Potentials with p < 1 can form po-
tentially long-lived oscillons [59]. Monodromy-like po-
tentials were shown to lead to lifetimes in the range
(108−109)/ma, which are considerable for very low-mass
axions. However, the mass range probed by OLAS is
10−9 eV . ma . 10−4 eV. The mass range is set by the
frequencies observed by radio telescopes. Thus it seems
unlikely that these potentials can lead to a present-day
abundance of oscillons. For p < 0, where potentials be-
come asymptotically flat, oscillons were shown to live for
τ > 109/ma with no sign of decay. It is possible that os-
cillons formed from such potentials can be present today
and form an O(1) fraction of DM. Therefore in the fol-
lowing discussion of observational signatures, we assume
oscillons formed not from QCD axions, but from axions
with potential (16), with p = −1/2.
V. OBSERVATIONAL PROSPECTS
In Sec. III we showed that inhomogeneous axion con-
figurations can lead to deflection of light rays. This is
analogous to the deflection of light due to massive objects
in general relativity, with some key differences. We thus
expect much of the gravitational lensing formalism to ap-
ply to the case of optical lensing by axion stars.6 OLAS
can produce multiple images as well as magnification of
background sources that could potentially be detected
by strong lensing and microlensing searches. We will in-
vestigate these signatures in [67]. Even in the absence
of such dramatic effects, axion clumps may induce ap-
parent anomalous motion of background sources during
6 We emphasize that this effect is analogous to but distinct from
gravitational lensing. Proposals to search for axion clumps using
gravitational lensing include [21, 27–29, 66]
7close line-of-sight approaches. Astrometric missions such
as Gaia [68] seek to measure the positions, velocities, and
distances of background sources with unprecedented pre-
cision. At lower frequencies, the upcoming Square Kilo-
meter Array (SKA) is slated to be the largest and most
sensitive radio interferometer to date. The array will be
built in two phases. The first phase, called SKA1, which
will use only about 10% of the collecting area of SKA2, is
expected to be deployed in the early 2020s. SKA is pro-
jected to continuously cover frequencies between 50 MHz
and 14 GHz in its first two phases and frequencies above
30 GHz in its third phase. One of the many astromet-
ric capabilities of SKA is its ability to measure distances
and proper motions of background radio sources with un-
precedented angular precision [69]. The angular displace-
ment of a source is often difficult to determine from a sin-
gle measurement due to the intrinsic uncertainty in the
unlensed position of the source. In this section, we cal-
culate the sensitivity of certain time-domain astrometric
observables outlined in [66] to OLAS. In order to confirm
that a lensing event is due to OLAS and not gravitational
lensing simultaneous measurements must be made at dif-
ferent frequencies. If two detectors observing in different
frequency ranges record different positional shifts of the
same background source then the two observations could
constitute a signal of OLAS. For example, if Gaia, op-
erating in the optical range, and SKA, operating in the
radio range, record different positional shifts of the same
background source, with the frequency-dependence of the
positional shifts described by (7) then we can conclude
that the differential positional shift is due to OLAS and
not gravitational lensing. We note that multi-wavelength
observations of hundreds of quasars have already been
made with Gaia and Very Large Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) [70].
For a wide range of axion masses, the corresponding
solitons and oscillons are approximately point-like and
traverse large arcs on the sky during the duration of the
mission (assumed to be τ = 5 years). The observable
effects of the axion star can be divided into two categories
7:
• Rare Single Events: Over the duration of the
mission, we expect there to be a very close approach
(in the lens plane) between a lens and a background
source. In this close approach the source will ap-
pear to traverse a nonlinear trajectory before re-
turning to its original position. This observable is
called a mono-blip.
• Multi-Source Observables: If the angular dis-
tance traveled by the lens is larger than the angular
separation between sources, there will be correlated
anomalous motion of stars, called a multi-blip sig-
nal.
A. Blip Sensitivity
Blips are the most suitable observables when the dis-
tance traversed by the lens during the mission is larger
than the size of the lens and the minimum expected ap-
proach between a source-lens pair. For the axion clump
models and masses of interest, the above condition will
usually apply. To compute the sensitivity of an SKA
astrometric mission to blips caused by axion stars, we
propose making high-cadence, all-sky measurements of
the positions of many background radio sources. In the
absence of any lenses, the background sources remain
approximately fixed on the sky. This is expected since
the proper angular motion of radio sources at cosmolog-
ical distances over the course of the 5 year mission is
much less than the angular precision expected for SKA,
∆θ ' 10 µas [69]. In the presence of a lens with tra-
jectory x
`
(t) (in the lens plane), OLAS predicts that a
source at angular position θi,0 will undergo an apparent
non-linear lensing trajectory, θi(t), given by
θi(t) = θi,0 +
(
1− D`
DS
)
α [D
`
θi,0 − x`(t)] (17)
where D
`
and DS are the distance to the lens and source,
respectively and α is the deflection angle, computed in
(7). The term in square brackets is the impact param-
eter at which light from the source passes by the lens.
We assume galactic lenses and radio sources that are at
cosmological distances. Therefore, we can neglect the
term D
`
/DS . To test whether the presence of an axion
star lens is consistent with the data, we construct a test
statistic, B , that encodes the overlap of the observed
angular position residuals with the angular position shift
predicted by OLAS (17), weighted by the angular pre-
cision for each measurement, σδθi [66]. If the lens tra-
jectory used to compute θi(t) is correct, the expected
angular position residuals should coincide with the pre-
dictions made by OLAS. The expectation value of the
test-statistic can then be calculated to be [66]
7 When the proper motion of a lens is smaller than the typi-
cal minimum impact parameter in a source-lens pair, there will
be anomalously high velocities and accelerations of the sources.
These are called outliers. Since the axion-photon interaction is
short-range in comparison to gravity these observables are not
well-suited to oscillon searches using optical lensing
8〈B[x
`
(t)]〉 =
〈
N∑
i=1
1
σ2δθi
n∑
j=1
α2[x`(tn)]
〉
'
(
g2aγγm
2
aa
2
0
8σ
δθ,eff
ω2
)2〈 N∑
i=1
frep
v
`
∫ ∞
−∞
f2
(√
b2i` + x
2
)
dx
〉
(18)
where the first sum is performed over the N sources and
the second sum over the n observation times, ω is the
frequency of light, v
`
is the velocity of the axion lens, σ2δθi
is the angular position noise per observation, bi` is the
minimum expected impact parameter between a given
source i and lens `, and f(x) is the profile-dependent
form factor defined as
f(ξ) '
∫ ∞
−∞
(∇⊥θ¯2(x, t′))
∣∣
x=x0(t′;ξ)
dt′ (19)
where θ¯(x, t) = θ(x, t)/θ0 and x0(t; ξ) is the unperturbed
path of the light ray with impact parameter ξ, and ∇⊥
refers to the gradient normal to the direction of propa-
gation. The second step in (18) involved approximating
the sum over observation times as a continuous integral
with integration variable x. For a given lens path, the
signal-to-noise ratio will be given by
√〈B[x`(t)]〉. This
can be large due to a single lensing event with very low
impact parameter (mono-blip) or a lens path that passes
close to several sources
∑
sources  1 (multi-blip). We
will find that for the axion clump models of interest, the
former possibility is best-suited for detection.
For mono-blip signals, we will be interested in the clos-
est expected approach, bi`, between any galactic lens and
photons from any source on the sky during the duration
of the mission. This can be approximated as
〈
min
i,`
bi`
〉
=
M
`
v
`
τρ
`
DSΣ0∆Ω
(20)
where M
`
and v
`
are the mass and velocity of the lens,
τ is the duration of the mission, ρ
`
is the average den-
sity of lenses in the region of interest (not to be confused
with the density of a single lens), DS is the distance to
the sources, Σ0 is the angular number density of sources,
and ∆Ω is the angular area covered by the survey. We
now discuss the astrometric sensitivity of SKA to various
axion clump models in the OLAS scenario. We split the
consideration into two cases: (1) “diffuse” objects (mini-
clusters and large-misalignment halos) and (2) compact
objects (solitons and oscillons).
B. Minicluster and Large-Misalignment Halos
The formation of axion miniclusters and large-
misalignment halos is analogous to that of ΛCDM halos.
We therefore assume they have the same density profile.
In ΛCDM, N -body simulations of gravitational collapse
of overdensities show the formation of virialized halos
that are well-fitted by a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW)
profile over a broad range of initial conditions [71]
ρ
NFW
(r) =
4ρs
r
Rs
(
1 + rRs
)2 (21)
where ρs is the scale density, the characteristic density
of the halo, and Rs is the scale radius, the distance at
which the halo density is the scale density. The amount
of mass enclosed in the scale radius is called the scale
mass. An important property of this profile is the appar-
ent “cuspy” behavior at small radii. This is in conflict
with the “cored” DM density profile inferred from rota-
tion curves of dwarf galaxies [72, 73]. This conflict is
known as the core-cusp problem, which may be resolved
by including baryonic feedback or the formation of soli-
tonic cores at the center of CDM halos. This problem
highlights the fact that the NFW profile may not apply
when r  Rs.
The mono-blip test statistic for an NFW profile is well-
approximated by
〈BNFW[x`(t)]〉 '
(
g2aγγρs
4σ
δθ,eff
ω2
)√√√√√√√pifrepRsv
`

〈
min
i,`
bi`
〉
Rs

−1
(22)
Based on (8)-(12), we find that for blip searches, sensi-
tivity to miniclusters and large-misalignment halos relies
on impact parameters much smaller than the scale radius.
The radii involved are lower than the spatial resolution
9of N -body simulations and thus it is unclear if the NFW
profile can be trusted in this regime. The situation in
which a solitonic core is formed at the center of the halo
is considered in the following subsection. The argument
above also applies to the case of multi-blip searches. Even
the
√
N enhancement from correlated anomalous motion
of many stars will be insufficient to make OLAS observ-
able. Searches for blip signals sourced by gravitational
lensing is a more promising avenue for these objects [66].
C. Solitons and Oscillons
For various profiles, the deflection of light by axion
stars is maximized when the impact parameter is of order
of the radius of the object. Since solitons and oscillons are
very small and compact, we expect mono-blip searches to
be the most promising. For a Gaussian profile, the mono-
blip SNR is given by
SNRmonoGauss ≡ 〈B [x`(t)]〉1/2 '
(
g2aγγm
2
aa
2
0
8σ
δθ,eff
ω2
)
e
−
〈
min
i,`
bi`
〉2
/R2
frepRv
`
×
1 +
4
〈
min
i,`
bi`
〉2
R2


1/2
(23)
The radius containing 99% of the energy of the star,
R99 is related to R by a potential and profile-dependent
O(1) constant of proportionality. We compare (23) to
the mono-blip SNR from gravitational lenses [66]
SNRmonoG '
4GM
`
σ
δθ,eff
√√√√√pifrepv
`
1〈
min
i,`
bi`
〉 (24)
where M
`
is the mass of the lens, and
〈
min
i,`
bi`
〉
is given
in (20). In Fig. 3 the mono-blip sensitivity projections of
OLAS and gravitational lensing are shown. Since grav-
itational lensing is not frequency dependent, we use the
parameters expected for Gaia sampling of disk stars:
σ
δθ,eff
= 100 µas, frep = 14/day, DS = 10 kpc, τ = 5
years, Σ0 = 4.6× 109 rad−2, and ∆Ω = 0.2 in Fig. 3.
1. Solitons
In this section we discuss the projected sensitivity of
our proposal to solitons. Since the stability of solitons is
not sensitive to the choice of axion potential we consider
solitons composed of QCD axions. In conventional mod-
els of the QCD axion the coupling of axions to photons
is assumed to lie in a narrow band in parameter space.
However, there exist several mechanisms to expand the
allowed range of couplings. In particular, many models
predict axion-photon couplings much larger than those in
standard KSVZ [74, 75] and DFSZ [76, 77] realizations
of the QCD axion [31, 78, 79]. For a list of mechanisms
that can generate large axion-photon couplings, see [80].
Based on the arguments above, we assume the axion-
photon coupling is a free parameter that is independent
of fa.
Constraining the fractional abundance of soliton DM
requires knowing the mass function for these objects. Us-
ing the Press-Schechter formalism [81], the authors of [27]
calculate the mass function for axion miniclusters. Such
a computation for solitons requires determining the for-
mation mechanism and the merger and accretion rates,
which is beyond the scope of this work. We investigate
the possibility of detecting solitons with OLAS by assum-
ing a Dirac-delta function mass function, centered at the
critical mass (13). The projected sensitivity is shown in
Fig. 2, assuming the solitons are described by a Gaussian
density profile. At low axion mass gradients of the axion
field are suppressed, leading to a smaller deflection angle.
For critical solitons, we only have sensitivity if the
axion model has significant enhancements in the axion-
photon coupling compared to conventional QCD axion
models. This may be realized in the models discussed
at the beginning of the section. However, at such high
couplings critical solitons may be unstable to parametric
resonant decay into photons [82, 83].
2. Oscillons
We also consider the possible lensing signatures of os-
cillons. As discussed in Sec. IV C, such signatures are
contingent upon oscillons being long-lived on cosmolog-
ical timescales. Thus the following discussion does not
apply to oscillons formed from a cosine potential. For
non-periodic potentials, the central amplitude can theo-
retically be arbitrarily large, although the results of Sec.
III rely on the assumption that gaγγa0 < 1. Assuming
gaγγ ∼ α/fa yields the constraint a0/fa . 102. The
reach of SKA mono-blip searches for optical lensing by
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FIG. 2. Projected sensitivity of an SKA mono-blip search to critical-mass solitons with fractional abundance fsol = 1 (blue),
fsol = 10
−2 (red), fsol = 10−4 (black) where fsol ≡ ρsol/ρDM . We have assumed an angular number density Σ0 = 107 rad−2 of
background radio sources covering the entire sky, a mission time of τ = 5 years, lens velocity v` = 10
−3, an observing cadence
of frep = 1/day, and an angular precision of σδθ,eff = 10 µas.
oscillons is shown in Fig. 3. For fixed fa, the oscil-
lon mass range probed is determined by the axion mass.
Since light-bending is proportional to gradients of the
axion field, it is suppressed at low axion mass (high os-
cillon mass). The abrupt loss of sensitivity at high axion
mass (low oscillon mass) is an artifact of the breakdown
of the eikonal approximation that occurs when the axion
mass becomes comparable to the highest frequency ob-
served by SKA. Extending the sensitivity to lower masses
can be achieved numerically in the regime where the
eikonal approximation is no longer valid. We find that
for fa . 1015 GeV, this search will be sensitive to oscil-
lon masses in a range unconstrained by existing observa-
tional constraints. This appears to be true over a variety
of well-motivated spatial profiles and central axion den-
sities.
Existing and proposed constraints on the abundance
of general astrophysical objects come from gravitational
microlensing surveys performed by MACHO [1], EROS
[2], OGLE [3], HSC/Subaru [4], on objects with mass ex-
ceeding 10−11 M. As mentioned in Sec. I, constraints
on general objects of mass less then 10−11M are scarce.
One proposal to probe masses in this range was fem-
tolensing of gamma-ray bursts (GRBs); the proposal has,
however, been consequently weakened by the inclusion of
finite source size and wave effects [12]. In Fig. 3, we
have also included constraints on PBH masses, although
they do not apply to oscillons or other axion stars. Con-
straints on PBHs arise as a requirement that the time
over which they dissipate to Hawking radiation be greater
than the age of the Universe and the requirement that
the Hawking radiation does not result in an excess in the
gamma-ray background [84]. Finally, PBHs with masses
between 5× 10−15M and 5× 10−14M can heat white
dwarfs (WD) through dynamical friction. This can lead
to runaway thermonuclear fusion in and subsequent ex-
plosion of the WDs. The observed distribution of WDs
constrains PBHs in the aforementioned mass range [9].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that light rays can be
deflected by inhomogeneous axion configurations due to
axion-photon interactions. We emphasize that this ef-
fect is distinct from and in some cases more significant
than the canonical bending of light due to gravity. We
addressed some of the previous claims of the possibility
of birefringent light bending that occurs at linear order
in the axion-photon coupling and argued that in real-
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FIG. 3. Estimated sensitivity of SKA mono-blip searches to optical lensing by oscillons. The plot shows the projected sensitivity
to oscillons with fa = 10
13 GeV (blue) and 1014 GeV (red). Estimates are calculated for central axion density φc = 5fa, and
axion-photon coupling gaγγ = α/fa. For both plots, we have assumed an angular number density Σ0 = 10
7 rad−2 of background
radio sources covering the entire sky, a mission time of τ = 5 years, lens velocity v` = 10
−3, an observing cadence of frep = 1/day,
and an angular precision of σδθ,eff = 10 µas. Existing observational constraints come from the absence of extragalactic γ-rays
from PBH evaporation [5], femtolensing of γ-ray bursts [85], the present-day abundance of white dwarfs [9], and microlensing
from the Kepler mission [86], the EROS/MACHO mission [2], and Subaru/HSC Andromeda observations [4]. The thick orange
lines represents the projected sensitivity of Gaia monoblip searches of the galactic disk using the gravitational deflection of
light [66].
istic axion clump models, an effect is only present at
quadratic order, even in the presence of a background
refractive medium. We discussed the sensitivity of SKA
to the detection of anomalous shifts in the apparent po-
sitions of background radio sources due to optical lens-
ing by axion stars. This complements existing proposals
to observe the astrometric effects of dark lenses through
gravitational lensing, but probes a completely different
region of parameter space. For near critical-mass soli-
tons, the absence of frequency-dependent blip signals in
SKA can place constraints on the axion-photon coupling
in the mass range 10−9 eV . ma . 10−4 eV, even assum-
ing solitons make up a relatively small fraction of DM.
However, we only find sensitivity to QCD axion models
with enhanced axion-photon couplings, where instabil-
ity to photon perturbations may dominate. We expect
sensitivity to oscillons over a wide region of parameter
space. It is interesting to note that the oscillon masses
probed have significant overlap with the region of param-
eter space M ∈ [10−14M, 10−11M], where there exist
no robust bounds from gravitational microlensing. Opti-
cal lensing by axion stars could provide the first model-
dependent bounds on compact objects in this mass range.
These sensitivity projections rely on oscillons being long-
lived over cosmological time-scales. While this is unlikely
to be the case for the QCD axion, it may be true in well-
motivated models with flat potentials. For sufficiently
dense axion clumps, optical lensing may give rise to dra-
matic lensing signatures such as significant magnification
and the production of multiple images. These signatures
may be enhanced when the clump is in the vicinity of
a critical curve of another massive object. These effects
and their observational prospects will be discussed in fu-
ture work.
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